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	Tekstveld 1: 
STM as CLIL strategy for the students of Spanish language in China.
	Tekstveld 2: Moxuan Yang
Universitat de Barcelona
	timeline 2: Meet STM as student
	Tekstveld 4: "These videos focus on the social problems and discrimination that exist in Western societies in general. (...) In some cases there is a lot of very serious anti-Chinese xenophobia and if we want to sit together and look at these issues, I hope we can add more Chinese voices."（JIKE ） 
	timeline 3: 
	timeline 4: Communicate
	timeline 5: 
	timeline 6: Reflect
	timeline 7: 
06/23, Huai’an, China
	timeline 8: Use STM as teacher
	timeline 9: 
	timeline 10: Guide

	timeline 11: 
	timeline 12: Evaluate
	Tekstveld 10: "Personally, I'm a girl with very short hair and people often mistake me for a boy or wonder why I cut my hair so short. But really, I just think it's comfortable to wear my hair short, and girls don't have to wear it long all the time."（MENGYAO ） 
	timeline 1: 
01/22, Barcelona, Spain
	Tekstveld 6: a) Knowledge and skills

b) Process and method

c) Emotion, attitude and value
	Tekstveld 7: Discuss in groups

Individual and group presentations
	Tekstveld 8: Dimensions
Categories
Knowledge and skills
Knowledge of basic concepts
Divergent thinking based on reality
Process and method
Observing and conversing
Thinking and comparing
Sharing one's own experience
Emotion, attitude and value
Critical appraisals
Reflections and wishes


	Tekstveld 9: 
	Tekstveld 11: "I was moved by these videos, although the language is not the same, their tone and expressions convey the negative impact that being discriminated against can have on a person."（TING）
"I think it's a good way to watch the video and then discuss it as a group, to come up with more ideas."（RUI）
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